Diet Doc Announces Medical Diet Plans That Help Patients Regain Their Health and Lose Embarrassing and Dangerous Excess Fat

Even though the number of diet companies continues to grow, obesity rates in America climb. Diet Doc’s medical diet plans are unparalleled by the competition and have helped thousands restore lost health through fast weight loss

Raleigh, NC, June 24, 2016 --(PR.com)-- Although Americans are paying closer attention to the direct link between excess fat and heart disease, heart attack, stroke, and even cancer, obesity rates continue to rise. A disease that has been typically associated with rich Aristocrats who had the means to indulge in rich foods, obesity now affects more than 640 million people worldwide, with studies showing that obesity is far outweighing famine and malnourishment.

In America alone, thousands have found that weight gain has negatively impacted their lives. Many people are too tired and too embarrassed to seek professional weight loss help and many are home bound. Some are even bed ridden, unable to complete even the most mundane activities of daily living without assistance. And, while the numbers soar, companies that manufacture unhealthy, processed foods continue to thrive. Adults and children alike are becoming more and more sedentary, paving the path for a lifetime of weight-related conditions and diseases.

While diets and weight loss companies continue to compete for America’s business, many promising overnight miracles, most consist only of generic guidelines along with a one-size-fits-all meal plan. Diet Doc stands apart from the competition because they work personally with each of their patients to first identify the reason that weight has gotten out of control. Their doctors personally review and assess each patient’s lifestyle, medical conditions and nutritional needs. They review the entire system to uncover cellular toxicity, internal hormonal imbalances or improperly functioning organs that may be blocking healthy and fast weight loss. They discuss lifestyle and food choices and they teach their patients how and why the body responds to unhealthy processed foods. Their nutritionists work closely with each patient to tailor meal and snack plans that are appealing, yet abundant in healthy foods that leave patients feeling full and satisfied without feeling deprived. They offer pure, prescription diet aids that force stored fat from its hiding places in the hard to reach areas to be burned and quickly flushed from the system, while eliminating the typical dieting side effects that cause many to abandon their fast weight loss goals.

Because of Diet Doc’s commitment to helping those who are struggling to lose that final 10-20 pounds to those who must lose 100 pounds or more, they have dedicated decades to exploring scientific research related to safe, healthy and fast weight loss. They combined their findings with the most up to date nutritional and medical understanding, enabling them to help people of all ages, genders, shapes and sizes. And, because of their partnership with Telemedicine, the most technologically advanced mode of medical communication, they can now help those who have difficulty attending costly and time consuming doctor offices, weight loss clinics and embarrassing group weigh-ins. Via the telephone or internet, patients can connect with doctors, nurses, nutritionists and coaches, all available on an unlimited basis and all eager to work personally with each patient to help them restore their health and regain their life by losing excess fat safely, comfortably and quickly.
New patients can easily and effortlessly reach out to the Diet Doc experts by calling 1-800-934-4451 or visiting the official company website to complete an initial health evaluation and schedule a confidential and no-cost consultation.

About the Company:
Diet Doc Weight Loss is the nation's leader in medical, weight loss offering a full line of prescription medication, doctor, nurse and nutritional coaching support. For over a decade, Diet Doc has produced a sophisticated, doctor designed weight loss program that addresses each individual specific health need to promote fast, safe and long term weight loss.
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